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Japan aims to end GSP for Thailand 
but limited effects expected

The Nikkei Asian Review reported on 18 
November 2016 that Japan’s Finance Ministry is 
planning to revise its Generalized System of 
Preferences (GSP) benefits for countries that have 
a global export share of 1% or more and income 
exceeding a given level for three consecutive years. 
The change, which is expected to be in effect from 
fiscal year 2019, will cause Thailand, Malaysia, 
China, Mexico, and Brazil to be graduated from the 
scheme. In 2015, Thailand’s total exports value 
was 210.88 billion USD, accounting for about 
1.29% of global exports. In addition, Thailand’s  
income has been categorized in the World Bank’s 
upper-middle income group since 2011.

The direct effect of this graduation on the 
overall trade value between Thailand and Japan is 
expected to be modest, however. The main reason 
for this limited effect is that Thailand already has 
trade deals in place with Japan, both bilateral and 
under the ASEAN framework, and the coverage of 
such agreements is far broader than the GSP. In 
fact, the utilization of Japan’s GSP in the past few 
years accounts for less than 1% of Thailand’s total 
export to Japan. 

Nonetheless, there are products under 
approximately 80 tariff lines that are not covered 
by the FTAs. Such goods include certain food 
preparations, chemicals, leather, and some wood 
products. Among these, food preparations 
containing sugars are likely to be most affected, 
since the differences between the GSP and MFN 
tariffs are quite significant (about 7%-11%), and 
Japan is a relatively important market for such 
products. The other product categories have either 
smaller tariff differences or insignificant value in 
terms of exports to Japan.

On the other hand, if the Regional 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) is 
not entered into force by the time such change 
takes effect, China will not receive any trade 
preference from Japan. This means that exports of 
certain products from China, including plastic 
products, which have enjoyed the GSP benefits, 
will then have to face the full MFN tariff and may 
lose some of their competitive edge in Japan’s 
market.

The Ministry of Commerce’s 
Partnership with Alibaba

On 9 December 2016, Mr. Somkid Jatusripitak, 
the Deputy Prime Minister of Thailand, announced 
a highly anticipated cooperation with Alibaba, a 
renowned Chinese-based global e-commerce 
company. Under this cooperation, Alibaba will 
provide assistance to Thai businesses and 
government agencies in terms of e-commerce 
capacity building, which will help expand Thailand’s 
international trade channel. In addition, Lazada, 
another renowned international e-commerce 
platform, will join force with Alibaba in some 
aspects of this cooperation. Mr. Somkid stated that 
Alibaba’s experience in the e-commercialization of 
the Chinese economy would serve Thailand well. 
The timeframe of this cooperation is expected to 
begin next year (2017).

Looking at this deal in greater detail, it can 
be compartmentalized into four parts. First, 
Alibaba will join force with Lazada to provide Thai 
businesses with training in the e-commercialization 
of products. This training scheme targets mainly 
SMEs and community businesses at the grassroots 
level. Second, Alibaba will provide guidance for 
Thai digital businesses in their efforts to break into 
the Chinese market. Alibaba will also provide 
government personnel with training on Big Data
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utilization. Third, Alibaba and Lazada will advise the 
Thailand Post on how best to upgrade its online 
goods delivery service. This will enhance Thailand’s 
logistic capability, making the national supply chain 
more seamless and more connected. Finally, 
Alibaba has pledged to consider possible public-
private-partnership investment for a data center in 
Thailand, which will serve as a foundation to 
Thailand’s goal of becoming the digital hub of 
ASEAN.

Several government agencies have reacted 
positively to this announcement. Ms. Wiboonlasana
Ruamraksa, the Permanent Secretary of the 
Ministry of Commerce, stated that Alibaba’s 
product database management services can 
provide very comprehensive data on the supply 
and demand of products. If this system is to be 
implemented in Thailand, producers will be able to 
adjust their production scale accordingly, which in 
turn will lead to more efficient supply chain 
management. At the same time, however, certain 
e-commerce platforms in Thailand have voiced 
their concerns over this cooperation agreement, 
which could lead to monopolization of the 
e-commerce market in Thailand. 
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Bolliger & Company (Thailand) Ltd. is a public policy and strategic 
consulting firm with a focus on research, policy formulation, and 
decision making. Our primary areas of expertise are in the fields of 
international trade and investment, economic and social policy, and 
business strategy.

Our superior technical skill, combined with in-depth knowledge of the 
business environment, enables us to provide fact-based, unbiased, and 
practical advice. Whether you are a private company wishing to 
understand the impact of public policy on your business, or 
a government authority aiming to design appropriate laws and 
regulations, we have the experience and expertise to help you achieve 
tangible goals.

“Clients’ success is our best interest”


